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Turning Powerful Ideas Into Practice

American Healthcare Leader unites the visionaries and experts who are drawn to the complex and compassionate 
nature of the healthcare industry. AHL brings together leaders who are motivated to enhance our quality of life 
with those energized by the challenge of working in a highly regulated industry that impacts us all. Through our 
high-quality media, we help facilitate the insights and connections our executives need to define a new standard 
of care.
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The Executive Positioning System

Regardless of title or function, all business leaders are driven by a similar set of priorities when it comes to 
growing their companies, cultivating great teams, building their own expertise, and serving a larger mission that 
gives meaning to their professional work. 

The Executive Positioning System is our framework for creating purpose-driven content. We map your leadership 
priorities across five dimensions to ensure your content drives meaningful impact.
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1. Company Advancement
Differentiate your business from competitors and humanize your organization’s brand.

2. Team & Talent
Attract, motivate, and retain great talent and enhance your employer brand.

4. Business Expertise
Showcase your thought leadership and educate your peers.

3. Authentic Leadership
Raise your profile in your industry to advance your career.

5. Community Impact
Activate communities and bring awareness to a cause or mission.
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Our Elite Network of Influencers

We partner with leaders spanning every industry of the Global 500 to unlock the unique stories that differentiate 
them from their peers. Our notable partners include 3M, Bayer, Pfizer, AstraZeneca, Delta Airlines, Eli Lilly, 
Johnson & Johnson, Doctor on Demand, Roche Diagnostics, Novartis, McKesson, Highmark Health, Kaiser 
Permanente, UnitedHealth Group, and Allergan.

Maurice Sholas
Senior Medical Director of Rehab 
Services
Children’s Hospitals and Clinics 
of Minnesota

Sonia Chen Arnold
Assistant General Counsel for  
Litigation and Legal Compliance
Eli Lilly

Erik Sossa
VP, Global Benefits & Wellness
Pepsico
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“What the world knows is what they 
see in the media and online, and this 
article reflects very well of me and 
the company.”

Chris Verni,
Chief Intellectual Property Counsel 
Sarepta Therapeutics
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It also utilizes a service-level agreement 
that holds recruiters and managers 
accountable for keeping the recruitment 
process proceeding promptly. As a result, 
Turner reports that L.A. Care’s average 
time to fill a position is thirty-nine days 
compared with the national average of 
fifty-two days.

“We want to be able to treat applicants 
with a significant amount of dignity and 
respect, get back to them promptly, and 
manage that process in a way they deserve 
as professional employees,” he says. “That’s 
all the way down to entry-level people. I 
believe if you treat people with respect 
and you set that bar high at the beginning, 
people will respond.” 

Once employees join L.A. Care, 
the organization provides them with 
opportunities for growth and continued 
learning in an effort to increase retention 
and satisfaction, Turner says. “As a nonprofit, 
I cannot be as generous financially as some 
of our private-sector counterparts, so we 
do have to focus our team on providing 
superior-quality service,” he explains. “Just 
because you are poor doesn’t mean you have 
to settle for second-class healthcare. To 
accomplish this, the team has to feel good 
about themselves.”

To promote its employees’ personal 
growth, L.A. Care provides up to $7,500 

“Just because you are poor doesn’t 
mean you have to settle for second-
class healthcare.”

annually for each employee’s education. 
“Just about everybody here can go 
someplace else and get more money, so 
money can’t be the main driver,” Turner 
says. “Giving back to the community and 
having that mission-driven passion has to 
be a primary driver. If someone coming 
into this organization has that drive and 
passion, they would never work a day in 
their life because they have the knowledge 
that what they are doing is so significant 
to the people we are helping—things that 
really matter to this city and the members 
and their families that we impact. I make 
sure the organization continues to be 
committed to taking care of residents to 
the fullest extent possible.” 

In partial  recognition of  these 
accomplishments and others, Turner was 
voted the HR executive of the year in 
Los Angeles for 2016–17 by the National 
Human Resources Executive Association.

As L.A. Care Health Plan celebrates its 
twentieth anniversary, employee retention 
isn’t the only challenge the future holds. As 
with any organization that serves Medicaid-
reliant populations, repealing the ACA could 
threaten the organization’s mission. “You 
don’t throw the whole thing out,” Turner 
says. “At the end of the day, I still have 2.1 
million people in Los Angeles that need our 
help and don’t have adequate healthcare. So 
we have to be the best at what we do.” AHL

Our Cobranded Content Model

Cobranding is a form of sponsorship that showcases the key partnerships that drive progress in today’s 
modern business landscape. With this approach, we invite an executives’ business partners and external 
service providers to be part of the story and contribute through select media opportunities.

We work hand-in-hand with our executives, their marketing and PR teams, and their network of 
external business partners to secure sponsorship for each article. This helps us create the strongest 
content for our audience, and it increases the credibility and reach of each article.

Many companies also see the value of investing in their own executive’s article through self-sponsorship, 
either alongside their business partners or with exclusive branding and distribution. 
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L.A. CARE HEALTH PLAN AD

Our feature on Rober Turner, 
CHRO of L.A. Care Health 
Plan was supported by several 
outside partners and by the 
organization itself.

Example: L.A. Care Health Plan 

EXTERNAL SPONSOR AD

EXTERNAL SPONSOR AD

3736Pulse AHL

Passion Project
Robert Turner and his dedicated team seek out and retain the most 
passionate and skilled healthcare professionals for Los Angeles 
County’s L.A. Care Health Plan, the largest public entity in the county 

BY RUSS GAGER

Robert Turner
CHRO
L.A. Care Health Plan

during his commute on 
public transportation to his 

position as chief human resources officer 
at L.A. Care Health Plan, Robert Turner 
was thanked for his organization’s aid by a 
fellow commuter’s daughter. Another time, 
a grateful resident told him that L.A. Care 
employees were lifesavers. “That’s what 
drives me,” Turner says.

Having worked in several industries in 
the private, public, and international sectors 
during his twenty-five-year career as a 
human resources executive, there was a time 
when Turner didn’t have the satisfaction that 
comes with healthcare’s meaningful work. 
About thirteen years ago, while visiting one 
of Tenet Healthcare California’s twenty-
six hospitals in the Los Angeles area, he 
witnessed the dedication of the employees. 
That’s when it struck him. 

“I was looking to try to give something 
back as my career matured,” Turner says. “I 
was impressed with the caliber of dedication 
of the doctors, nurses, and technicians. They 
were saving lives and really helping the 
people in need.”

Before joining Tenet Healthcare in 2004, 
Turner had spent most of his career as an HR 
professional at high-tech and manufacturing 
companies. But Tenet’s recruiters were 
attracted to Turner’s management experience 
in the private sector and his multiple 
advanced degrees: a bachelor’s in political 

science from Ripon College, a master’s 
in international relations from Brown 
University, a master’s in organizational 
development from Pepperdine University, 
and a doctorate in management from Pacific 
Western University. After his initial visit, 
he decided to head up HR for all of Tenet’s 
hospitals in California, and in his work there, 
Turner found meaning in working with truly 
remarkable employees. 

“I was on the committee selecting the 
caregiver of the year award, and there wasn’t 
a time it didn’t bring tears to my eyes with 
the dedication that people had,” he says. 
“That gave me the bug to do something that 
was not only beneficial for the organization 
and my own career, but something that was 
beneficial for other people, as well.” 

After Tenet Healthcare, Turner moved 
from for-profit to nonprofit healthcare 
as vice president of human resources at 
AltaMed Health Services. The largest 
federally qualified nonprofit health clinic 
chain serves approximately 350,000 patients, 
many of them Hispanic residents in South 
Central Los Angeles, where Turner grew 
up. He appreciated that AltaMed brought 
medical services directly to residents of 
South Central and East Los Angeles. When 
he was growing up, clinics and independent 
doctor’s offices were few and far between. 
Now, he was helping make a difference in a 
community close to his heart. 

Then, in 2013, Turner received a phone call 
from the nonprofit L.A. Care Health Plan, 
which was going through a major transition. 
After the ACA became law in 2010, L.A. Care 
Health Plan was experiencing exponential 
growth as federal Medicaid dollars flowed 
into the Medi-Cal system. Vast numbers of 
low-income Los Angeles County residents 
now had health insurance—many of them 
through L.A. Care. This resulted in a similar 
explosion of personnel at L.A. Care, from 
approximately 350 employees to 2,000 over 
a three-year period.

During the call, Turner realized he could 
impact many more people at L.A. Care—
up to 2.1 million Los Angeles County 
residents—by helping L.A. Care’s further 
growth. Now, for the past three years, Turner 
has served as the healthcare organization’s 
chief human resources officer, and during 
that time, he’s spearheaded many projects to 
help the organization provide quality care to 
its members.

At the center of his work is the idea that 
satisfied employees provide better care for 
residents. One of the proudest moments 
in this realm came in 2016, when Turner 
worked with L.A. Care CEO John Baackes 
and the plan’s board of governors to secure 
a $15 minimum wage for all of L.A. Care’s 
1,900 employees—four years before the city 
of Los Angeles will mandate that pay level 
in 2020. In fact, L.A. Care was the first major 
employer in Los Angeles to offer the new $15 
minimum wage for all of its employees. 

To ensure that L.A. Care employees are 
continually improving, Turner and his 
forty employees and five senior directors 
implemented a new performance-based 
management system. Employees now set 
personal goals, and the program measures 
success quarterly and provides them with 
feedback from supervisors and opportunities 
to improve or exceed their initial goals. 

Additionally, Turner helped L.A Care 
restaff and reorganize its recruitment 
process. The company now has a new, 
mobile-friendly recruitment website aimed 
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Case Study:

Janice Klostermeier
CFO
Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center

We featured Janice Klostermeier in the print and online 
editions of American Healthcare Leader for her work as the 
CFO at Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center. Multiple 
articles detailed her commitment to advancing women in the 
field of finance and giving back through mentoring. 

In addition to promotion through our channels, Klostermeier 
activated the story through her personal network, including 
at an event she hosted as the chair of the Boys and Girls Club 
in Los Angeles. Klostermeier’s articles also drew the attention 
of the CEO of Valley Presbyterian hospital. Four weeks after 
seeing them, the CEO offered her the position of CFO with 
the organization. Klostermeier cites the articles as a direct 
reason she got the position.

Purposes: Authentic Leadership, Business Expertise
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American Healthcare Leader’s Readers are Your Peers

American Healthcare Leader is delivered straight to the desks of those that create and implement life-changing 
innovations in healthcare. They are CEOs, presidents, CFOs, HR specialists, in-house counsels, physicians, IT 
specialists, executive directors, and more.

American Healthcare Leader has the news and network you need. Our audience is an exclusive network of high-
caliber leaders who call the shots at America’s top healthcare companies.

Readership Demographics // Total Readership: 37,000

9,000-11,000
Average Number of Employees

74%
Fortune 1000 Executives

$890m
The Average Company Value

77%
Active Social Media Users

$400K-$5M
Average Spend Outsourcing Budget

33-65
Age

Digital Readership // Quarterly: 18,000

91%
Unique Visitors

76%
Desktop Visitors

24%
Mobile Visitors

Newsletter

17.3%
Open Rate

3.23%
Click Rate

Website
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PA C I F I C  &  R O C K Y  M O U N TA I N

O P E R AT I O N S

C H I E F  E X E C U T I V E

F INANCE

H U M A N  R E S O U R C E S

I N F O R M AT I O N  T E C H N O L O G Y

M A R K E T I N G

A D M I N I S T R AT I V E  ( C M O,  C N O  &  C A O )
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H E A LT H  S Y S T E M S  &  H O S P I TA L S

B I O T E C H  &  L I F E  S C I E N C E S

M E D I C A L  D E V I C E S ,  S U P P L I E S  &  E Q U I P M E N T

H E A LT H  I N S U R A N C E

P H A R M A C E U T I C A L

Industries

C O R P O R AT E

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
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Issue 1, 2019: Population Health

This issue will look at healthcare leaders’ preventive wellness efforts for patients and employees and how 
these executives are getting individuals to care about their own health on a daily basis. We will shine a 
light on executives who are working to understand the social determinants of health that affect different 
communities’ well-being and highlight their plans to address these needs.

Issue 2, 2019: Change Management

The aim of this issue is to highlight how healthcare executives are keeping up with the rapid pace of 
change in the industry. This could relate to anything from upgrading an EMR database, staying compliant 
with new healthcare laws and regulations, or updating talent retention best practices to decrease 
employee turnover at an organization, among other stories related to how organizations are staying 
ahead of the game in an evolving field.

Issue 3, 2019: Digital Healthcare

The focus of this issue is how leaders are using technology to improve a healthcare facility’s care, 
operations, or employee or patient experience. This may include revamping a company’s contract 
management system, making updates to an online patient portal to make it more user-friendly, 
implementing a new communications platform for physicians and nurses, and more related to how 
technology can positively impact patient and employee experiences in healthcare.

Issue 4, 2019: Medical Breakthroughs

This issue will cover cutting-edge advancements in the healthcare industry. This may include an IP 
lawyer’s efforts to patent a new medication, discussing the journey of bringing a new orthotic to market, 
or a healthcare institution’s unique approach to patient care, among other stories related to breaking the 
mold in the healthcare industry to offer patients and employees something new.
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E-NEWSLETTER ADVERTISEMENT WEBSITE BANNER ADVERTISEMENT

2-PAGE SPREAD FULL PAGE 2/3 PAGE 1/3 PAGE

$15,640

$14,076

$13,294

$12,512

$9,935

$8,942

$8,445

$7,948

$7,710

$6,939

$6,554

$6,168

$5,540

$4,986

$4,709

$4,432

1X

2X

4X

6X

INSIDE FRONT COVER INSIDE FRONT COVER (2-PG) INSIDE BACK COVER BACK COVER

$14,317 $20,332 $12,738 $18,2041X

Print Ad Rates

Digital Ad Rates

(Discounts provided to referred partners)

$3,500$3,500 (1 MONTH)
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T YPE

*Print Advertisement Notes for Bleed Specs: Keep safety 3/8” from bleed, 1/4” from trim. American Healthcare Leader is sheetfed 
offset, perfect bound. Publication trim size: 8.5” x 11”.

2-PAGE SPREAD
PRINT ADVERTISEMENT

17.25” X 11.25” 17” X 11” N/A

BLEED* BLEED TRIM* NON-BLEED

FULL PAGE PRINT 
ADVERTISEMENT

8.75” X 11.25” 8.5” X 11” 7.897” X 10.2”

N/A N/A 4.775” X 10.2”2/3 PAGE PRINT ADVERTISMENT

N/A N/A 2.3” X 10.2”1/3 PAGE PRINT ADVERTISMENT

T YPE

WEBSITE BANNER ADVERTISEMENT 250 X 250 PX

SIZE

600 X 200 PXE-NEWSLETTER ADVERTISEMENT

Digital Sizes

Print Sizes

Website Banner Advertisements appear alongside the feature article posted on americanhealthcareleader.com. Website Banners 
Advertisements must be designed in a square format and saved as a .jpeg, .png, or .gif. Maximum file size is 150 KB.

E-Newsletter Advertisements appear alongside the monthly E-Newsletter sent to American Healthcare Leader subscribers. E-News-
letter Advertisements must be designed in a horizontal format and saved as a .jpeg, .png, or .gif. Maximum file size is 150 KB.
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Requirements
Digital file and contract proof: Must be clearly indicated as to 
issue, publication, and advertiser.

Print File Format
The only file format supported by American Healthcare 
Leader is a press-ready .pdf. We will NOT accept any native 
application files such as InDesign, Quark, or Illustrator. 
Materials should be supplied on a Macintosh-formatted CD-
ROM or DVD-ROM. Materials should comply with SWOP 
standards.

Preferred Color Guidance
Please provide Kodak Approval, CREO Spectrum, or iris 
digital proofs for color guidance on press. The supplied 
color guidance must meet all SWOP specifications and 
must include a 6mm 5 percent, 25 percent, 75 percent and 
100 percent CMYK patch strip for quality control. All proofs 
are to be pulled on publication grade stock. A set of two laser 
proofs (paginated) including the crop marks must be sent 
with materials. On bleed ads and undersized non-bleed ads, 
provide separate ruled position proof showing trim.

File Storage
Digital files will be stored for a period of three months, after 
which they will be destroyed unless written instructions are 
received to return them. 

Production Contact/Materials 
All advertising materials, questions regarding materials 
and extensions, and related matters should be directed to: 
clientservices@guerreromedia.com

Sending Ads via FTP
Artwork may be uploaded to our FTP. To access, visit https://
ghcm.syncedtool.com/files/ and use the case sensitive login 
information below. Upload all materials in a folder with your 
company name. Once uploaded, please email your Client 
Services contact that the files have been submitted.
Username: uploads@guerreromedia.com
Password: Gh531256
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Terms and Conditions

These terms and conditions constitute an agreement between you and Guerrero, LLC (“we”, “us”, “our” or any 
similar term) regarding American Healthcare Leader (“AHL”) and our products and services related thereto. The 
following terms and conditions, together with any documents they incorporate by reference govern our prod-
ucts and services, including, but not limited to, any content or advertisements in respect of AHL.  These terms 
and conditions shall by this reference be incorporated into any written agreement between you and us, and any 
such written agreement shall govern and control in the case of a direct conflict between such written agreement 
and these terms and conditions.

Products & Services

1. The following items apply to all furnished advertising or content: (i) an accurate facsimile or electronic version 
of any furnished advertising or content must be submitted to AHL for review on or prior to the dates established 
by AHL for the applicable publication; (ii) AHL is not responsible for errors or omissions in, or the production 
quality of, furnished advertising or content; and (iii) you shall be responsible for any additional costs or expenses 
incurred by AHL arising out of your failure to deliver furnished advertising or content pursuant to AHL’s spec-
ifications or time requirements.
 
2. Print advertisements must be submitted in a format and with dimensions required by AHL. If you do not have 
a print advertisement prepared, AHL will create one for you and may charge you an additional fee.  Each print 
advertisement will be displayed as determined by AHL.
 
3. Digital advertisements (including, but not limited to, banner advertisements, e-newsletter advertisements, 
etc.) must be submitted in a format and with dimensions required by AHL. If you do not have a digital advertise-
ment prepared, AHL will create one for you and may charge you an additional fee.  Each digital advertisement 
will be displayed as determined by AHL.  AHL may have digital advertisements from several parties.  When more 
than one digital advertisement is under contract, they will be evenly and fairly positioned from time to time as 
determined by AHL.
 
4. Advertisements that simulate editorial content must be clearly defined and labeled “ADVERTISEMENT” and 
AHL may, in its discretion, so label such copy.
 
5. Orders for advertising or content containing restrictions or specifying positions, facings, editorial adjacencies 
or other requirements may be accepted and inserted, but such restrictions or specifications are at AHL’s sole 
discretion.
 
6. In the event an order is placed by an agency on your behalf, each of you and such agency warrants and rep-
resents that such agency has full right and authority to place such order on your behalf and that all legal obliga-
tions arising out of the placement of the advertisement or content will be binding on both you and the applicable 
agency. Any agreement made by an agency on your behalf will be binding on you and such agency.
 
7. You may not use any space provided to you for advertising or content either directly or indirectly for any 
business, organization, enterprise, product or service other than that for the purposes for which such space is 
provided by AHL, nor may you authorize any others to use such space in such manner.
 
8. You agree that any advertisements published may, at AHL’s sole option, be included in all forms of media, 
whether now in existence or hereafter developed, in which any content (regardless of the form of such media) 
containing the advertisement is published, reproduced, distributed, displayed, performed, or transmitted, in 
whole or in part; provided, however, AHL shall not be required to include (i) any advertisement originally pub-
lished in one form of media in any other form of media regardless of any additional publication, reproduction, 
distribution, display, performance or transmission of the original content containing or otherwise related to 
such advertisement, or (ii) any advertisement originally published with or in connection with any content in any 
additional publication, reproduction, distribution, display, performance or transmission of such content. The 
copyright in any advertisement or content created by AHL is owned by AHL, and may not be otherwise used by 
you or third parties without AHL’s prior written consent.
 
9. In the event that your order includes products and/or placements created by AHL (including, but not limited 
to, any type of advertisement or content or the placement of same), you agree that the preparation and posi-
tioning of each will be in the sole discretion of AHL. You shall remain liable for the full price of your order in 
each of the following instances: (i) AHL is unable to prepare or publish as a result of your failure to comply with 
AHL’s specifications or time requirements, (ii) your failure to cancel the applicable order in accordance with 
the cancellation requirements contained herein; and (iii) any delay with respect to the release of the applicable 
particular issue or other content.
 
10. In the event that your order includes content (including, but not limited to, a feature, story, case study, 
counsel connection, digital spotlight, early release, expertise spotlight, follow up story, online only story, etc.), 
you agree to provide information and resources to AHL on a timely basis in order to permit AHL to prepare the 
particular content in accordance with the order. The preparation and final approval of each piece of content 
will be in the sole discretion of AHL, and excessive revisions or rewrites of your content will not be permitted.  
Content published may, at AHL’s sole option, be included in other publications and in any form of media, in each 
case, whether now in existence or hereafter developed.  The copyright of all content is owned by AHL, and such 
content may not be used by you or third parties without AHL’s prior written consent. You agree to work with 

AHL in good faith to establish the placement and release date of your content. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
the ultimate decision with respect to all content, placement and release matters will be made by AHL. AHL 
reserves the right at its absolute discretion, and at any time, to cancel or reject any content placement, whether 
or not the same has already been acknowledged and/or previously published.  You shall remain liable for the full 
price of your order in each of the following instances: (i) AHL is unable to prepare or publish your content as a 
result of your failure to comply with AHL’s specifications or time requirements, including any of the timing or 
other requirements with respect to any content scheduled for the future; (ii) your failure to cancel the applicable 
order in accordance with the cancellation requirements contained herein; and (iii) any delay with respect to the 
release of the applicable particular issue or other content.
 
11. In the event your order includes a photoshoot, you agree to appear at the agreed upon place and time for 
the photoshoot and to otherwise adhere to the instructions and requirements for the photoshoot. If you are 
having a location shoot, please be aware that arrangements may have to be changed at the last minute due to 
weather conditions (should this happen we will either move to another agreed location on that day, or rebook 
for another time). In the event you fail to appear for the photoshoot on time or otherwise fail to adhere to the 
instructions and requirements for the photoshoot, you will remain responsible for the full price of the photo-
shoot.  AHL will endeavor to reschedule your photoshoot in the event you provide AHL at least three business 
days’ advance written notice of the need to reschedule, but no guaranty is made by AHL regarding its ability to 
reschedule your photoshoot and you remain responsible for the full price of the photoshoot.  In the event AHL 
is able to reschedule your photoshoot at your request, AHL may assess a rescheduling fee.  All photos taken by 
our photographers (including by any of our affiliates) remain the copyright of AHL and as such reproduction 
of photographs by scanning, photographing or other methods of copying are illegal. If you purchase a high 
resolution digital image from us, then we will grant you re-production rights for your own use.  AHL, including 
its affiliates and all staff and representatives related to photoshoots, is not liable or responsible in any way should 
you be injured while at your photoshoot.
 
12. In the event your order includes the distribution of your article or other content, you agree that (i) you are 
responsible for full payment of such content distribution services regardless of the number of times your article 
or other content is viewed (and AHL cannot guaranty the number of views), (ii) AHL may use affiliates or agents 
to perform the content distribution services, (iii) AHL and its affiliates or agents will have a perpetual, non-ex-
clusive, royalty-free license to use all imagery produced in connection with or otherwise related to your article or 
other content in order to perform content distribution services, and (iv) AHL must receive payment in full prior 
to performing the content distribution services, provided that in the event services are performed by AHL in its 
sole discretion prior to receiving payment in full, your payment will be due 45 days from the date your order for 
such services is received by AHL and if not received by such date a twenty percent (20%) late payment fee will be 
charged on the outstanding balance.
 
13. In the event your order includes a digital pdf, a copy will be prepared by AHL and provided to you in digital 
format no later than one month after the original publication date. The digital format for such article will be as 
determined by AHL, and such article will remain “locked,” so any printing or reproduction rights with respect 
to such article will remain with AHL.
 
14. In the event your order includes products or services not specifically set forth above, these terms and con-
ditions shall apply to such products and services along with any specific terms for such products and services 
determined by us in writing.
 
General

1. AHL reserves the right at its absolute discretion, and at any time, to cancel any order or reject any advertise-
ment or content, whether or not the same has already been acknowledged and/or previously published. In the 
event of such cancellation or rejection by AHL, advertising or content already run shall be paid for at the rate 
that would apply if the entire order were published. In the event of your cancellation of any portion of any order 
not in compliance with the terms hereof or failure to have published the specified number of advertisements 
or content, or if at any time AHL in its reasonable judgment determines that you are not likely to publish the 
total amount of advertising or content specified in the applicable order, any rate discount will be retroactively 
nullified and result in the standard rate utilized by AHL, which rate will be provided to you upon request. In 
such event, you must pay AHL the difference between the discounted rate provided to you and the standard rate 
within 30 days of invoice therefore and you will thereafter pay for advertising or content based on the standard 
rates utilized by AHL, which rates will be provided to you upon request. Any merchandising program executed 
by AHL in reliance on advertising or content that is cancelled will be paid for by you at the fair market rate for 
such program (including all costs and expenses incurred by AHL).
 
2. You shall remain liable for the full order rate in each of the following instances: (i) AHL is unable to publish an 
advertisement or content as a result of your failure to comply with AHL’s specifications or time requirements (in 
which case, AHL shall not be required to run any generic or other advertisement or content); (ii) your failure to 
cancel the applicable order in accordance with the cancellation requirements contained herein (in which case, 
AHL shall not be required to run any generic or other advertisement or content); and (iii) the cancellation or 
termination of the applicable content (including, but not limited to, the applicable feature story). If your order 
was dependent on canceled or terminated content (including, but not limited to, advertisements that mention 
the featured client or company, partner connections, digital pdfs, editorial side notes, expertise spotlights, inte-
grated quotes, and sidebar quotes), you must nominate someone at your company for us to feature or nominate 

someone from another company to feature or you hereby authorize us to reformulate or otherwise adjust your 
order so that it may be used with other content.  You agree to work with AHL in good faith to establish the 
placement and release of your content or advertisement with respect to any order.  Notwithstanding the fore-
going, the ultimate decision with respect to all content, placement and release matters will be made by AHL.
 
3. Except as provided below or as otherwise expressly provided in these terms and conditions, payment is due by 
the earlier of (i) the listed due date in the applicable order and (ii) 45 days from the date your order is received 
by AHL. With respect to those orders requiring delivery by AHL of a digital or tangible product (including, but 
not limited to, custom covers, digital pdfs, digital spotlights, early release, photoshoots, and additional print 
copies of AHL), AHL must receive payment in full prior to delivering any such digital or tangible product. Not-
withstanding anything to the contrary contained herein or the applicable order, in the event full payment is 
not received by AHL on or prior to the due date as provided in this subsection, interest will be charged on the 
outstanding balance at 2.0% per month.
 
4. Orders that contain rates that vary from the standard rates of AHL shall not be binding on AHL unless ap-
proved in writing by an authorized officer of AHL. In the event any discount rates are not approved in writing by 
an authorized officer of AHL, the standard rates shall apply to such order at the discretion of AHL.
 
5. An order will be deemed accepted by AHL once AHL commences performance of such order or otherwise 
indicates in writing its acceptance of such order.
 
6. In no event shall AHL’s liability with respect to any order exceed the total amount paid to AHL for such order, 
including any liability resulting from the errors or omissions of AHL. In no event shall AHL be liable for special, 
incidental, consequential or punitive damages.
 
7. All matters with respect to any order will be governed by the laws of the State of Illinois applicable to contracts 
to be performed entirely therein. Any action brought by you against AHL or any of its affiliates must be brought 
in the state or federal courts in Chicago, Illinois; the parties hereby consent to the jurisdiction of such courts.
 
8. You and your applicable representatives represent to AHL that all materials, information, examples or samples 
submitted to AHL comply with all applicable laws and regulations and do not violate the rights of, and are not 
harmful to, any person, corporation or other entity. As part of the consideration to induce AHL to undertake 
its obligations and perform its services with respect to your order, you and your applicable representatives each 
agree jointly and severally to indemnify and save harmless AHL, and its affiliates, employees, owners and repre-
sentatives, against all liability, loss, damage, and expense of any nature, including attorneys’ fees and court costs, 
arising out of any actual or potential claims for libel, invasion of privacy, copyright or trademark infringement 
and/or any other actual or potential claims or suits that may arise out of AHL’s obligations and/or services with 
respect to your order.
 
9. You and your representatives agree to be jointly and severally liable for the payment of all amounts in respect 
of your order. You authorize AHL, at its election, to tender any invoice to you or your representatives, and such 
tender shall constitute due notice to you of the invoice and such manner of billing shall in no way impair or limit 
the joint and several liability of you and your representatives. Payment by you to your representative(s) shall not 
discharge your liability to AHL. The rights of AHL shall in no way be affected by any dispute or claim between 
you and your representative(s).
 
10. An order may be cancelled by you or your representatives providing written notice of such cancellation to 
AHL no later than the 3rd day after your order is received by AHL. In the event of any order cancellation, you and 
your representatives shall remain liable for the cost of any work performed or materials purchased in respect of 
your order, including the cost of services, paper and/or printing.
 
11. You and your representatives agree to reimburse AHL for its attorneys’ fees and costs in collecting any unpaid 
amounts in respect of your order.
 
12. Except for rates agreed to in writing by you and AHL, rates and units of space for each order shall be at the 
standard rates utilized by AHL on the date the applicable order is received by AHL, which rates will be provided 
to you upon request.
 
13. Any commissions charged by your representative are your sole obligation and liability.
 
14. AHL has not made any representations to you or your representative(s) that are not contained herein. No 
addition or alteration to these terms and conditions shall be valid or enforceable unless expressly agreed to in 
writing by AHL. Unless expressly agreed to in writing by AHL, no other terms or conditions in contracts, orders, 
copy, instruction, or other documents furnished by or on behalf of you or your representative(s) (regardless of 
when received by AHL) will be binding on AHL.

15. You agree not to hold AHL or its affiliates responsible for any liability, loss, cost, claim, damage or causes of ac-
tion of any kind that you may suffer as a result of the transactions contemplated by your order, including, but not 
limited to, loss resulting from service delays and incomplete or interrupted service, regardless of cause or fault.
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